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Preface of the book

President Kennedy's assassination was the most traumatic event the United States of
America ever experienced. It also was the most dangerous one not only for world peace but
for the continuation of life on this planet. Had the circumstances and the background of this
horrible deed been disclosed to the public a nuclear war would have been the very probable
consequence.

President Kennedy averted a nuclear war when he decided not to invade Cuba. His death
very easily could have provoked the situation he had worked so hard to avoid. Others had
to make sure this would not happen. These others remained silent for all these years. The
secret was kept and this ensured that there was no nuclear confrontation between the
superpowers of that time.

Times have changed dramatically. The Soviet Union is no more. Russia has become an
affiliated member of Nato. The threat of a nuclear confrontation between two great nations
has been diffused. Yet the secret of the circumstances of President Kennedy's death still
have not been revealed.

Three men were confronted with the most horrendous scenario any high government
official could ever imagine: a conspiracy to kill the President and what to do about it. Edgar
J. Hoover discovered the plot; Lyndon B Johnson had to make the ultimate decision, and
Robert Kennedy had carry out the decisions made.

These three men had the courage and the wisdom to make the right decision. They had the
will and the strength of character to follow through. They succeeded where success was the
only option if life was to continue But not all's well when success exacts a high price. The
three men paid a very high price of their own for this success.

The decision to participate in the conspiracy to kill the President and to cover up the
circumstances of this terrible event was not easy. For these three men this was the
beginning of a nightmare, which would haunt them for the rest of their lives. Even in their
lives after life their tormented souls could not find rest because for them the issue could be
resolved only in one way: to reveal the truth.

12-15-2001
Good Evening
I am the spiritual entity of Robert Kennedy, also known as Bobby

Several days ago you had a communication with the spiritual entity of Lyndon B. Johnson.
At long last he was able to talk about the traumatic events of his presidency and, thus, get
rid of the unwanted memories of a very unhappy time. Today it is my turn to overcome the
shadows of the past, which still are weighing on me like a long drawn nightmare.

Practically nothing is known about my role in the dramatic events that lead to my brother's
death. As one of the leading men of the Kennedy family I also was one of the leading men
of the Serpent Clan. Johnson explained the connections between the early times and the

present. So I'll skip this part and just concentrate on the events leading up to my brother's
death and the time thereafter.

My brother Jack won the Presidency at the time when the cold war was ready to turn into a
hot war any moment. His foremost desire was to not let this happen. In his mind again and
again he saw the images of a city destroyed in a nuclear war. He saw terrible death and he
saw the unspeakable suffering of the survivors who were off worse yet.

Jack made me Attorney General, a most influential post in his administration. But I was
much more to him; I was his most trusted adviser and he needed sound advice more than
often and in practically every respect. From early childhood on we both complemented
each other exceptionally well. He was the dashing lead man; I was the cautious second man
who made sure that the lead man's lead would be backed by sound and thorough action.
Jack knew that and relied heavily on my advice and support.

Jack's ascend to power was not easy. Being a New Englander and a Catholic was a big
handicap. He overcame that with the help of a very unlikely alliance with the foremost
entertainer of that time, Frank Sinatra. Frank and Jack got to be close friends. Frank just
loved the company of this most promising politician from one of the richest and most
influential families of the country. Jack took advantage of Frank's connections in show
business and with the mob. They both were ladies' men and they had many pleasurable
moments together.

With Frank's help Jack got the crucial support of the mob controlled labor unions and won
the primaries. Then he teamed up with Lyndon B. Johnson, the man who was supposed to
bring the crucial Southern votes, which he did. It was a very close victory but that did not
matter. What mattered was the fact that the right man was President of the United States at
the time when it mattered.

Nixon was a formidable opponent but he could not succeed against a force stronger than
anyone else in the universe: God the Almighty. These elections had to bring Jack into the
White House because with Jack as President the Cuban Missile Crises could be resolved
without war, a nuclear war at that. In the Republican Party the hawks were so powerful that
a military conflict with Cuba and, thereby, with the Soviet Union could not have been
avoided. Only after we changed over in our lives after life we got to know how strongly
God the Almighty had been involved in the outcome of the elections and in the events of
the Cuban Missile Crises.

Jack managed to end the Cuban Missile Crises without a military confrontation with the
Soviet Union. With this he a voided a nuclear war and possibly the extinction of mankind.
But he was to pay a very high price for that because Chroushchov, then First Secretary of
the Communist Party and leader of the Soviet Union, felt deeply humiliated. He vowed
revenge and nothing short of Jack's death would do.....

Frank Sinatra, complete text

Destiny makes strange bedfellows. The Performer Frank Sinatra, the President Jack
Kennedy and the mobster Sam Giancano literally were just that. Judith Campbell was the
link between the beds of these "fellows".

Frank Sinatra is world famous as a singer. Nobody knew about his political career, not
even Sinatra himself. Sinatra's role for the presidential election of Jack Kennedy was of
crucial importance. The votes from the unions, which were under control of his gangster
buddies, decided the outcome. This put the right man at the right place at the right time.

As President of the United States Jack Kennedy resolved the Cuban Missile Crises
peacefully and avoided a nuclear war, which would have brought the end of life on this
planet. Without Frank Sinatra Jack Kennedy would not have been President at this time.
Sinatra deserves credit for his part in keeping the Cold War cold.

6-4-1999
Good evening to you.
This is the spiritual entity of Frank Sinatra

You just saw parts of this movie “The Rat Pack”. You know so much about the
backgrounds of events of global importance that you realized that I played a major role not
only as a singer but also, as strange as this might sound, on the political scene.
To explain this statement needs some time. Please be patient.

The big event for my political sideshow was the election of John F. Kennedy as President
of the United States of America. He was the one predestined to guarantee the continuation
of life on this planet.

The presidential race was preceded by the race for the nomination by the Democratic Party.
Kennedy did not have a good start. Being a Catholic and a New Englander was a towering
handicap. It was one thing to run for a senate seat in Massachusetts; it was something
totally different to seek the nomination of the Democratic Party for the race for President of
the United States. Regional, racial and religious prejudices were strongly opposed against a
rich Playboy from New England.

I first heard Jack Kennedy giving a speech in 1956. I was more than impressed. I was
overwhelmed by emotions of admiration and instant friendship towards this young
promising politician. Then I thought he was this good. Now I know that already then I was
influenced telepathically in favor of John F. Kennedy who would need my help to become
elected President of the United States.

The forces of destiny had planned my carriers as performer and political supporter of John
F. Kennedy in a most effective way. I spent my childhood in an Italian neighborhood that
spawned some of the most important gangsters in this country.
I grew up with them and lifelong friendships and loyalties proved to be crucial for the
election of Jack Kennedy for President. – There is power of all sorts in this country. The
power of my former gangster friends was truly awesome through the labor unions they
dominated.

The dictate of the labor bosses easily overcame religious, racial and regional obstacles.
Critical States were won and Hubert Humphrey withdrew from the race for the democratic
nomination. Now John F. Kennedy was in for the biggest fight in his political carrier: to
keep the Presidency away from a man who had everything going for him, Richard Nixon.

Nixon was the shrewdest politician the American political scene had seen in a long time.
An ambitious, hard-working man, firmly entrenched in the Washington political
establishment; he was a formidable opponent Nixon’s victory was practically certain.

I was obsessed with the idea to have Jack Kennedy as the next President of the United
States of America. Jack and I had become friends, good friends I thought. We had good
times together and his wife Jackie did not like how good they were. It hurt my Ego and my
sincere feelings of friendship towards Jack Kennedy that I was banned from his personal
circle of family and friends. But Jackie Bouvier was a force to reckon with and even Jack
Kennedy would not dare to challenge her in matters she considered important.

The race for the Presidency of the United States of America was very tough. Nixon’s
nickname “Tricky Dick” told the story. Nonetheless, Nixon made some crucial mistakes I
then did not understand. How could a man as intelligent as Nixon give such a poor
performance during the debates? Instead of attacking Jack Kennedy all the way, Nixon was
trying to give a civilized performance, which was definitely not his forte. How could Nixon
alienate some of his most important supporters with one-sided political

statements? How could a seasoned politician of Nixon’s caliber run a race I considered
quite weak? – Now I know that Nixon and his advisers were subjected to telepathic
inspirations that worked very much against his campaign.

I worked very hard to give Jack Kennedy’s campaign the added momentum it needed. I
promoted his cause with my gangster friends, giving them hopes that a man would be in the
White House lenient towards their cause because of the bootlegger background of his
family and also because of the support they gave him during the campaign. - The unions
endorsed Jack Kennedy and this gave him a much-needed additional momentum with other
groups representing poorer Americans whose turn out at the votes would be crucial for the
outcome of the elections.

I worked hard performing at fundraisers and exacting contributions for Kennedy’s
campaign from the people I knew had money to spend. – The efforts paid off. Jack
Kennedy was elected President of the United States of America with the slimmest margin
of votes but he was elected.

I was happy and relieved. I did not quite understand my feelings. Why did I take this so
personal? There was no advantage I could have from this election other than having a
friend in the White House. – Now I know that I felt the emotions of the invisible forces who
had guided me telepathically. They knew about the immense significance the outcome of
these elections had for the continued existence of mankind. I felt their joy and relief.

Thinking back I realize that my very own situation started to take a turn for the worse as
soon as Jack Kennedy had become President. I did not understand it then and for quite a
while I did not realize that the President of the United States does have limitations as to
what he can do. One thing he could not do was to socialize with a close associate of
gangsters, namely myself.

Actually, Jack was quite careless in many ways. With this I mean not only his incessant
womanizing. He did not withdraw from me. It was Bobby Kennedy who turned out to be
the voice of reason. He made Jack realize that being President of the United States meant
that he could not do what he wished, he had to do what the dignity of his office demanded.

This brought me into a very difficult situation with my gangster friends. They had lent me
their support assuming that I would have enough influence with the President to make
things easier for them. I had recruited for a lot of money, I must say, Judy Campbell as the
link between President Jack Kennedy and Sam Giancano, the mobster. She slept with both
of them, truly an untenable situation when it was discovered by J. Edgar Hoover, then head
of the FBI and a bitter enemy of the Kennedy Presidency.

Hoover made sure brother Bobby go to know of Judy Campbell’s role as a double timing
sex partner for the President and the mobster. The moment Bobby got to know of this,
things took a further turn for the worse. He insisted Jack reconsidered his relationship with
me. While before Jack’s wife Jackie had been the reason that I was banned from the private
circle of the Kennedys, now political considerations demanded that the President kept

distance from me. He cancelled his Florida stay in the place I had been preparing for him
with pride and so much joy. – I was shattered but there was much worse to come!

Brother Bobby had become Attorney General. He used his position to take on the very
people who had actually brought his brother Jack into the White House. I don’t know how
many votes my performances and my public support for the Kennedy campaign had
brought. I take pride in saying probably hundreds of thousands. The support from the part
of the unions dominated by my gangster friends for sure brought millions of votes.
Instead of having a friend in the highest of places, the gangsters now had an enemy
determined to go after them with everything he got – and that was a lot. Bobby Kennedy
targeted gangsters and was very successful bringing them to justice. – I was in real trouble.
My pleas to stop this campaign against crime in this obvious and public way fell on deaf
ears. Bobby convinced his brother that cleansing the American scene from the mobsters
was the right thing to do. It also was very dangerous. - I was lucky to get out of this
situation alive.

To target a gangster for crimes committed was something the crime bosses were used to.
Once in a while one of them would be caught and sent to prison. But Robert Kennedy, the
Attorney General, targeted the entire gangster establishment. That was asking for serious
trouble and he got it for himself and also for his brother Jack Kennedy, the President.

There was very serious trouble brewing on another front: Chroushchov, the Soviet leader,
had sent nuclear missiles to Cuba. Jack Kennedy had the fate of this world in his hands and
he did the right thing. He decided against the hawks in his own ranks and, thus, saved the

world from a nuclear disaster. This was the great task the forces of destiny needed him in
the White House for. All the time during this crisis Jack Kennedy was influenced
telepathically. Images of the devastation nuclear weapons would bring over this planet
were transmitted to him incessantly. The consequences of a wrong decision were made
extremely clear to him.

The Soviets had to back down and Jack Kennedy had another very powerful and irate
enemy: Chroushchov. - Another implacable enemy was Fidel Castro. The memory of the
invasion at the Bay of Pigs was a constant reminder for Castro that this American President
was out to get him. He also got to know that Jack and Bobby Kennedy had established a
task force with the goal to have him assassinated. This task force was implemented inside
the CIA and associated with American mobsters who had ties to Cuba from the times they
were operating the casinos on this island. The CIA plan was to use these gangsters for this
operation because they knew their way around Cuba.

It was Chroushchov who decided to have Jack Kennedy assassinated. Top KGB officials
told Fidel Castro to mount this operation against the American President and he very
happily proceeded with the execution of the plan. Castro’s secret service had found out
about the plot to assassinate him. The gangsters’loyalty was only to money. Moreover, the
top crime bosses had gotten extremely nervous about Bobby Kennedy’s campaign against
them.

-

Thanks for chasing the cat away. This constant meowing really got on my nerves.

Anyway, all the pieces of the puzzle fell in place. The very organization Jack and Bobby
Kennedy had created to assassinate Castro turned against Jack From Cuba the American
mobsters got assurances that there was a very powerful protection for the project of the
President’s assassination and, very eagerly, they started to prepare for the murder of the
President of the United States of America.

Someone else will provide information about the conspiracy and the parties involved not
only in the assassination but also in the cover up that ensued. So I’ll just say that Jack
Kennedy was doomed as soon as this project got under way. The American mobsters hired
3 professional killers from the French Island of Corsica to make sure no trace would lead to
them should the killers be captured.

President Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas. He died a hero whose role in saving life on
this planet from extinction will be remembered in the history of the universe to come. My
role won’t be recognized in this world. In the history of the coming positive universe,
however, the role of the performer Frances Al Sinatra will be known and celebrated as
the one providing the crucial and decisive contribution to have Jack Kennedy in the right
place at the right time.

I could tell a lot more. But this communication was difficult and cost you a lot of energy.
You are tired and, therefore, I’ll call it a day, or rather a night since it has gotten to be very
late.

Thanks for writing this down. I know you are preparing to publish the texts of your
contacts with spirits and this is fine with me. - We’ll talk again.
Frank Sinatra

Message for Larry King
7-16-2000
Good Evening,
The members of the Kennedy Clan who are in the Waiting Position for the Departure to the
Positive Dimension wish to thank you for watching the History Channel as well as the
Larry King Show. We wish to explain the nature of the curse alleged in the History
Channel, which actually is a spiritual pattern, established a long time ago in the world
before. - Please forward this message to Larry King.

HI, Larry,
It is commonly believed that the gods and deities of ancient mythologies originated from
some need of humans to invent superior beings. Nothing could be further from the truth.
Approximately 5,800 years ago a race of extraterrestrials calling themselves the gods
invaded this planet. The gods did not know states. They were organized in family clans and
each of them had an animal as clan symbol.
The Serpent Clan landed in Egypt.
The Bull Clan landed in Crete.
The Tiger Clan landed in India.
The Dragon Clan landed in Japan.

The Eagle Clan landed in Mindanao and journeyed across the Pacific Ocean to Peru.

It would be a very long story to explain even superficially what happened afterwards. For
our purpose of explaining the "curse" of the Kennedys it will suffice to give you the
following explanation:

Towards the end of the world before the Serpent Clan had defeated all of the other Clans
and it also had invaded Atlantis. The leader and supreme ruler of the Serpent Clan was
Amun. As such he was the most powerful and also the richest man on this planet.

The Egyptian invader gods hat created pantheons of deities - these were clones of the gods
- for the various genetic code groups of humans and one of these was the Teutonic
Pantheon. Freya was a female member of this Teutonic Pantheon. Amun liked rough sex
but for Freya it was too rough and she killed him. This established spiritual patterns, which
were to influence the history of this world up to present times.

The present world was created on basis of the genetic code of a Maya woman, a human.
Therefore, when the worlds changed only humans could and can live in the new dimension.
The spiritual entities of the gods and deities were much too large to fit in human bodies.
Therefore, except for the ones in space ships they all perished in the course of the natural
disasters caused by the change of dimensions. Their spiritual entities split and tiny particles
of these huge "god or deity" entities - they are called sub-entities - are incarnated in human
bodies. The spiritual patterns these sub-entities are bearing determine the fates of the
people that carry them.

Amun was the most powerful man on Earth and his sub-entities carry the pattern of highest
power but they also carry the pattern of being destroyed by a woman. Therefore, every time
a sub-entity of Amun rose or was about to rise to highest power or status of celebrity and
encountered and bonded with a sub-entity of Freya this Amun sub-entity experienced
violent death within several years.

John F. Kennedy's fate was sealed when he married Jacqueline Bouvier Likewise his son's
fate was sealed when he married Carolyn Besset. Bobby Kennedy as brother of John F.
Kennedy was spiritually close enough to Jacqueline Bouvier to get killed when he aspired
to become the most powerful man in the world. Teddy Kennedy survived even though the
pattern also extended to him and did indeed threaten his life, because he decided not to run
for the Presidency of the United States.

The oldest of the brothers, Joe, was the first one to be hit by the "curse" because he was
destined by his father to become President and only death kept him from actually becoming
President of the United States of America. After he had met a Freya sub-entity the pattern
of death had been activated.
There is much more to be told but for the purpose of this spiritual work the above will
suffice.

This spiritually valid announcement has terminated the effectiveness of the spiritual
patterns established in the world before not only for the members of the Kennedy Clan but
for all other sub-entities of Amun. The "curse" has been lifted.

This address needs to be sent to Larry King because he is the most successful man in this
world's media and, therefore, represents the media spiritually. It has been written with the
permission and the help of God the Almighty. Thank you for your patience.

The descendants from the Egyptian god-deity Amun
John F. Kennedy Sr. and Jr., Joe Kennedy, Robert Kennedy, Anwar Sadat and the former
King of Jordan, Hussein, who was spared to be the victim of assassins through the spiritual
protection his wife, Queen Noor, had been for him.

